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Abstract: This paper establishes a negative result for clustering: above a certain ratio of random noise to nonrandom
information, it is impossible for a large class of cost functions to distinguish between two partitions of a data set. In particular,
it is shown that as the dimension increases, the ability to distinguish an accurate partitioning from an inaccurate one is lost
unless the informative components are both sufficiently numerous and sufficiently informative. We examine squared error cost
functions in detail. More generally, it is seen that the VC-dimension is an essential hypothesis for the class of cost functions to
satisfy for an impossibility proof to be feasible. Separately, we provide bounds on the probabilistic behavior of cost functions
that show how rapidly the ability to distinguish two clusterings decays. In two examples, one simulated and one with genomic
data, bounds on the ability of squared-error and other cost functions to distinguish between two partitions are computed.
Thus, one should not rely on clustering results alone for high dimensional low sample size data and one should do feature
selection.  2010 Wiley Periodicals, Inc. Statistical Analysis and Data Mining 3: 000–000, 2010
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1. INTRODUCTION
A number of recently emerged data types have dimensions that are beyond the usual scale of conventional statistical techniques. In analyzing such data, it is generally
understood that one achieves better results if irrelevant features are discarded, and numerous recent results outline
ways to do this. The purpose of this paper is to present
a theoretical bound on what can be learned from using
any technique that evaluates any clustering by way of a
large class of cost functions that includes squared error.
Our findings apply to the results of any clustering technique
including partial and two-way clustering.
For our investigation, we assume a standard signal plus
noise model
Y = x + ε,

(1)

where Y, x, and ε are D × n dimensional matrices. The
D-dimensional data points in the columns of Y come from
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n nonrandom but unknown D-dimensional columns xi of x
plus a column from the random noise matrix ε; the entries
in Y are the only values in Eq. (1) that are available to
the experimenter. Note that the xi ’s are nonstochastic and
represent the centroids of clusters or of regions (for which
the centroid is the mode). In a clustering context, each
column in x may represent a cluster center associated with
each point (so centroids are included with multiplicity).
Here we are concerned with the setting that data of this
form is high dimensional but low sample size, that is, large
D and small n. Specifically, we assume D  n so that
standard regression techniques cannot be applied without
substantial modification.
It is common to search for useful structure in Eq. (1)
using clustering techniques on the columns or rows of Y.
One can cluster over samples, that is, over n vectors of
length D, to find relationships among subjects. Alternatively, one can cluster over variables, that is, over D vectors
of length n, when the goal is to find relationships among the
candidate explanatory variables. Here we focus on the first
case, clustering over samples, since that is the primary goal
in many applications. In this context, we show an impossibility result: evaluating different clusterings by a squared
error cost function is only possible when the sum of squared
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distances between certain of the explanatory variable values
for the ith subject,√the xi ’s, determined by the clusterings
has a rate above D as the dimension D increases, provided the noise terms
√ are well behaved. However, if this
rate is smaller than D, meaningful clustering is not possible in the sense that any orderings over clusterings, in terms
of squared error loss, is indistinguishable from random. The
principle extends to cost functions derived from other Lp
norms but has extra complexities we discuss below.
While it is intuitively plausible that clustering of noisy
high-dimensional data can lead to spurious clusterings some
practitioners seem unaware of the possibility; see Perou
et al. [1] and Neve et al. [2], among others. Indeed, our
simulations will show clustering starts to have very appreciableprobability of spuriousness in relatively benign settings. For instance, one simulation (see panel (e) of Fig. 1)
shows that, for n = 120 and 2 informative dimensions, by
the time there are 20–30 variables the probability of distinguishing a good clustering from a bad one can fall to 0.7
or less in squared error. In a genomic data set from Ref.
[3], we show that when there are five informative variables
among approximately D = 1000 variables, the probability
that a good clustering, that is, one physically meaningful,
is distinguishable from a poor clustering falls to around 0.6
for n in the low 30s. We suggest that these cases are representative enough of many settings to suggest that clustering
results from sparse data, that is, D >> n and few important
variables, should be regarded as unreliable in the absence
of further analysis.
To introduce our reasoning, recognize that a clustering is just a partition of the data points into disjoint
subsets. So, consider any two partitions P and Q of
the n data points (one of these may be the optimal,
though this is not a requirement). That is, suppose P
is of the form {P1 , . . . , PK }, where the Pk ’s are disjoint, nonempty, exhaustive subsets of {1, 2, . . . , n} and
Q = {Q1 , . . . , QK } is similar. Suppose the squared error
cost function is assigned so that the cost of the partition P,
that is, the clustering, is cost(Y, P). Then, the costs of the
partitions can be compared.
For fixed n and D, let the partition P be fixed and
regarded as a partition of the whole space. That is, a new
point is in Pk if it is closer to the mean of the points in Pk
than to the mean of any other Pk  . Now regard Q as the
analogous partition generated by a new set of n data points.
Then, the principle quantity of interest is the probability that
one partition has a lower cost than another given partition
if the random noise components are redrawn, that is,
ξD = P(cost(Y, P) ≤ cost(Y, Q)).

ζD = P(P is worse in both cases.)
+ P(P is better in both cases.)
= ξD2 + (1 − ξD )2

(3)

gives the probability that the original ranking is preserved.
Clearly, ζD is highest when ξD ∈ {0, 1} and lowest when
ξD = 1/2. So, even though the second draw is hypothetical since we only have one dataset, ζD is a measure of
confidence in the original clustering. Hence, ξD is also an
assessment of confidence in the clustering and when it goes
1
to 
2 our confidence as measured by ζD is minimized.
Now suppose that, instead of squared error, some other
Lr norm is used. It turns out that expression (2) does
not adequately capture the comparison between partitions.
The reason is that there is a ‘bias’ term associated with
the difference in costs which may deceptively show (2)
going to 0 or 1. That is, the asymptotic behavior of
cost(Y, P) − cost(Y, Q) is of the form constant plus limiting normal where the constant depends on the cost function
and represents the difference in expected values of the cost
function on the partitions. So, we look at

ξD = P cost(Y, P) − cost(Y, Q)

≤ E (cost(ε, P) − cost(ε, Q)) ,
(4)

(2)

Note that in Eq. (2), the cost functions are regarded as
functions of the noise and hence are random variables with
Statistical Analysis and Data Mining DOI:10.1002/sam

a well-defined probability distribution that can be examined
in its entirely. This is in contrast to other approaches that
only look at the expectation of cost functions (giving a
decision-theoretic risk) which is a single number summary.
If ξD is near 0 or 1, the cost function can reliably determine
that P is much worse or much better, respectively, than Q.
1 , the result is no better than random.
However, if ξD  
2
1 as D →
This paper gives conditions under which ξD → 
2
∞, and investigates the rate at which this occurs. We
emphasize that (i) our key theorems are asymptotic in D
for fixed n for which relatively few results seem to exist,
and that (ii) the expression (2) is comparative in the sense
that no properties of P or Q are assumed; as partitions,
either may be good, bad, or inbetween.
One way to interpret ξD is as follows. Suppose one
sample is drawn from a random process described by
Eq. (1). Consider two partitions of the data P and Q,
and rank the goodness of the partitions using the squared
error cost. The squared error cost, (see Definition 2.2) is
essentially the ‘within sum of squares’ from ANOVA using
Euclidean norm and treating the cluster means as the cell
means. Then, if a second sample is drawn

that we call the ‘bias corrected’ form of Eq. (2). In the case
of squared error loss, if P and Q have the same number
of clusters, the bias correction is E εTd Bεd = 0 where B
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is the difference matrix for the costs of P and Q, see
Theorem 2.6. More generally, the bias correction is not
zero. For these cases, we also give conditions under which
1 . Note that when P and Q have different numbers
ξD → 
2
of clusters the bias term can be nonzero even for squared
error loss. shock It is seen that the bias term in Eq. (4)
depends on the noise and on the partitions. While the
noise is unobservable, there is precedent for comparing a
clustering to the dispersion one would expect under another
distribution. Indeed, for estimating the number of clusters,
the gap statistic, see Ref. [4], uses the squared error cost
adjusted by the expected cost of a clustering on pure noise.
1
Here, we include the bias term to obtain ξD → 
2 in
Eq. (4), because this is a sense in which the noise terms
swamp any informative components. In fact, being unable
to determine a difference in costs between two partitions
when the difference is costs of clustering noise, even when
bias is accounted for, is the essence of impossibility.
Important progress has been made in understanding the
limits of high-dimensional clustering in senses other than
cost functions. For instance, Beyer et al. [5] and Hinneburg
et al. [6] have explored the fact that for random data
satisfying relatively weak distributional assumptions,
p

Dmax / Dmin -→ 1 as p → ∞,

(5)

where Dmax and Dmin are the maximum and minimum distances between points in the data set. In a clustering context,
this effect, at best, slows down the convergence rates of
clustering algorithms, while in the worst case destroys any
hope of recovering meaningful structure in the data [7].
The same phenomenon is described by Hall et al. [8] with
greater attention to the stochastic geometry of high dimensions. Murtagh [9] examines the limiting geometry of highdimensional clustering in the context of ultrametrics and
argues that the histogram of distances between data points
is the main source of clustering information. We comment
that the geometry of level sets has been used to establish a
consistency result for the number of clusters [10].
Because Eq. (1) has both random and nonrandom terms,
it leads to conditions on the rate of increase in the distance
between the nonrandom components. So, our conditions
are more general than those for which Eq. (5) has been
shown to hold. Furthermore, our result applies to the evaluation of any output that can be expressed in terms of the
squared error cost function. This includes principal component analysis, where finding the first principal component
is equivalent to optimally performing K-means with two
centroids [11].
Our theoretical results complement several other important theoretical results on optimality conditions for squared
error loss. In particular, Biau et al. [12] use bounds on the
excess risk to show that in high dimensions, squared error

loss can be nearly optimized. They do not directly consider
sparsity of informative components or noise on the observed
data points; however, so the only implication is that the
squared distance between informative components
grows as
√ 
D , and the variO(D). We show that if this rate is o
ance of the noise does not go to zero, the
 will be
√results
D examples
meaningless. Between rates O(D) and o
where squared error loss is meaningful and where it is not
both occur.
There has also been important work on bounds for classification in high dimensions. Similar to us, Jin [13] describes
an impossibility region in terms of the number and dimension of the data points and the strength and frequency of
the meaningful dimension components. Likewise, Fan and
Fan [14] prove an impossibility theorem for classification
in high dimensions. They also show that under plausible
large D, small n conditions, the accuracy of any classifier
using linear discriminants becomes essentially random. (A
deeper problem with linear discriminants is even seen with
finite dimensions, see Ref. [15], Sec. 4.6 and Problem 4.9.)
Bickel et al. [16] establish the surprising result that linear
discriminant classifiers that neglect the covariance structure of the explanatory variables can actually lead to better
classification than linear classifiers that take the covariances into consideration. This is not an impossibility result;
however, it does suggest that part of the problem with
high-dimensional classification is that the dimensions of the
explanatory variables make the problem over-complex for
many existing methods. Recall that linear classifiers arise
from norms defined by a variance matrix, in essence a
squared error criterion.
One of our points here is that including all the available
features in clustering can be detrimental. Much work has
been done on this for unsupervised learning; we refer the
reader to the work of Dy and Brodley [17] or Wolf or
Shashua [18] for more thorough overviews of recent results.
Our main result implies that variable selection will be
necessary if the clusters generated from most cost functionbased clustering procedures are to be believed.
In the next section, we formally define our model for
the squared error setting and discuss the relevant properties
of partitions and the noise component ε. We then state
and prove our main asymptotic impossibility theorem in
1 as
Section 3, giving conditions under which ξD → 
2
D → ∞ for squared error. In Section 4, we give theoretical
bounds on the rate of this convergence along with some
simple Monte Carlo algorithms for computing it under
different assumptions of the noise model. In Section 5,
we provide a contrast to our work. By examining the
link between clustering and classification we are able to
argue informally that in some large n, small D cases (the
reverse of the setting here) the consistency of classification
can be used to show consistency of clustering results.
Statistical Analysis and Data Mining DOI:10.1002/sam
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This introduces VC-dimension as an important criteria in
considering consistency of clustering results. In Section 6,
we extend our impossibility results for squared error cost
to other cost functions, obtaining qualitatively similar, but
more complex, results involving bias corrections. Finally,
in Section 7.1, we present empirical evidence for our results
in the form of simulations and a reanalysis of real genomic
data to reveal the limits of clustering and how these can
be bounded by rates such as those in Section 4. Proofs of
select results are given in the Appendix.

2.

FORMAL SETTING

Here we treat a clustering as a partition of a data set into
disjoint, exhaustive subsets. The disjointness is essential
for the proofs below. We use K to denote the number
of subsets and restrict ourselves to nontrivial partitions
containing at least two partition elements and no void
partition elements. As a matter of notation, the points in
our partitions are generically represented as integers in
1, 2, . . . , n. We formalize this in the following.
DEFINITION 2.1: Given n points and a number of clusters K ≤ n, a partitioning P = {P1 , P2 , . . . , PK } is a set
of K nonempty, disjoint subsets of {1, 2, . . . , n} such that
∪K
k=1 Pk = {1, 2, . . . , n}. We use PnK to denote the set of
all partitionings of n points into K partitions.
Next, we formally define the squared error cost function.
DEFINITION 2.2: Given a partitioning P = {P1 , P2 ,
. . . , PK } on a set of data points Y ∈ Rp×n , the squared
error cost function is

Y:i − Yk 22 ,
cost(Y, P) =
k i∈Pk

where Y:i = (Y1i , Y2i , . . . , YDi ), Yk = mean {Y:i : i ∈ Pk }
is the k-th cluster mean, and · 2 indicates the Euclidean
norm.
First note that the cost function can be separated into
dimension components, that is,
cost(Y, P) =

D 


d=1

2
Ydi − Y di ,

k i∈Pk

where the subscript d’s indicates dimension. Second, some
straightforward algebra allows us to write
cost(Y, P) =

D

d=1

2
1 1  
Ydi − Ydj ,
|Pk |
2
k

i,j ∈Pk
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(6)

where |Pk | is the cardinality of the partition element Pk .
Hence, Eq. (6) can be restated as
cost(Y, P) =

D




YTd AP Yd = trace YT AP Y ,

(7)

d=1

where AP is
 
AP = aPij

i,j =1,2,. . .,n

=


1
1
1{i=j } −
1{i,j ∈Pk } .
|Pk |
2

Similarly, if Q is another partition, there is a matrix AQ .
Having established this notation, we can examine the the
difference between two cost functions.
2.1. Differences of Cost Functions
Many of our results depend on the difference in cost
between two partitions, say P and Q of the same data. It
is convenient to define a cost difference matrix as follows.
DEFINITION 2.3: Let B = [bij ] = AP − AQ be the cost
difference matrix between partitionings P and Q assumed
to have only nonvoid partition elements.
Using the definition for AP and AQ given in Eq. (2), we
have
bij =

1
1
1{i,j ∈Q } −
1{i,j ∈Pk } .
2 |Q |
2 |Pk |

Given this definition of B, it is easy to see that


cost(Y, P) − cost(Y, Q) = trace YT BY .
The matrix B has several desirable properties listed in the
following.
THEOREM 2.1: Let B be the cost difference matrix
between two partitions P, Q ∈ PnK . Let λ1 , . . . , λn be the
eigenvalues of B, ordered so nonzero values are indexed
first. Then
1. B = UUT for some orthogonal matrix U and  =
diag (λ1 , λ2 , . . . , λn ).
1 1
2. λi ∈ −
2, 
2 for i = 1, . . . , 2(K − M) and λi = 0 for
i = 2(K − M) + 1, . . . , n, where M = |P ∩ Q| is
the number of common partitions.

3. rank(B) ≤ 2(K − M).
4. trace (B) =

i

λi = 0.

Proof: See the Appendix.
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2.2. Noise
We now formalize what we mean by the noise variable ε
in Eq. (1). Note, our asymptotic results hold for any noise
generating distribution with mean zero and finite, nonzero
fourth moment. The existence of the fourth moment is
necessary to control the second moment of the squared error
cost function. Our class of noise terms is the following.
DEFINITION 2.4: Suppose a sequence of distribution
functions F1 , F2 , . . . with εdi ∼ Fd , d = 1, 2, . . . ,
i = 1, 2, . . . , n satisfies the following properties:
1. E εdi = 0.
2.

4
= ρd ,
E εdi

difference in cost of one of the D components of Y over
all n samples. Specifically, define
Zd = cost(Yd , P) − cost(Yd , Q)
= YTd BYd = (xd + εd )T B(xd + εd ).

where Yd = (Yd1 , . . . , Ydn ), xd = (xd1 , . . . , xdn ), and
ε d = (εd1 , . . . , εdn ) for each d = 1, . . . , D, and εdi ∼
Fd , i = 1, 2, . . . , n, for some noise generating sequence
F1 , F2 , . . .. We examine the properties of the cost for fixed
D and n and then let D increase to investigate D >> n.
3.1. Asymptotic Behavior

and, ∀ d, ∃ L, U s.t. 0 < L≤ ρd ≤ U < ∞.

We refer to any such sequence as a noise generating
sequence, and any distribution function in a such a sequence
as a noise generating distribution.
The following theorem lists some useful connections
between the cost difference matrix and noisy data.
THEOREM 2.5: Let Yd = xd + ε d be as in Eq. (1),
and let B be a cost difference matrix for two partitions
P, Q ∈ PnK , P = Q. Then, for Zd = YTd BYd , we have the
following:

2. E Zd = xTd Bxd .


3. Var εTd Bεd ≤ Kρd / 2.
Proof: See the Appendix.

One of the key steps in the proof of the main result,
Theorem 3.2, is a central limit theorem showing that a
sequence of controlled random variables, defined as follows, converges to a normal distribution centered at 0. We
have the following.
THEOREM 3.1: Let Td , d = 1, 2, . . . be a sequence of
independent random variables with E Td = rd , where rd is
a nonrandom sequence such that
D
1 
rd → 0 as D → ∞.
√
D d=1

 
Suppose E Td2 = σd2 , 0 < L ≤ σd ≤ U < ∞. Let Sd =
T1 + T2 + · · · + Td and cd2 = σ12 + σ22 + · · · + σd2 . Then

1. E εdT Bεd = 0.

D

SD / cD -→ ϕ as D → ∞


It is seen that the variance has a bound independent of n.

AN IMPOSSIBILITY THEOREM FOR
SQUARED ERROR LOSS

Our technique of proof is a variant on the classical
Lindeberg-Feller central limit theorem and rests on the
structure of the squared error cost function, as previously
discussed. The basic strategy is to show that
√ the limiting
distribution of (cost(Y, P)−cost(Y, Q))/ D tends to a
mean-zero normal. If this happens, then, asymptotically,
the cost function of any fixed clustering has probability
one half of being larger than the cost function of any other
fixed clustering, independently of how representative of
the modal structure of the underlying distribution either
clustering is.
Because we focus almost exclusively on the difference
of cost functions, we define the variable Zd to refer to the

(9)

where ϕ is a random variable having a standard normal
distribution with mean 0 and variance 1.


Proof: See the Appendix.
3.

(8)

To present our clustering impossibility theorem, we
now focus on the asymptotic behavior of Zd as defined
in Eq. (8). Since the event
d Zd ≥ 0 is identical to
the event cost(Y, P) ≥ cost(Y,
 dimensions,
 Q) for finite
1 . Howit is enough
that P d Zd ≥ 0 → 
2

 to show
ever, Var
d Zd → ∞, so we use the central limit
Theorem 3.1 above. To state our result, let
R(ε d ) = ((xd1 + εd1 )(xd1 +εd1 ),
. . . , (xdn +εdn )(xdn +εdn ))T
be the vector of length n2 consisting of the coefficients of
the bij in Zd . Next, let ed be a fixed value in the range of
the n dimensional error term ε d , fix δ ≥ 0 and write
Nδ (ed ) = {ed :

ed − ed ≤ δ}

Statistical Analysis and Data Mining DOI:10.1002/sam
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for the δ neighborhood around ed . Now, we impose a full
rank condition that partitions the range of the error term
and so can be used for both continuous and discrete error
terms εd .
Condition F: For j = 1, . . . , n2 , there is a δ ≥ 0 and n2
(j )
(j )
neighborhoods of
 the form Nδ,j(ed ) with centers ed so

Indeed, we know that Zd2 ≥ 0 so if E Zd2 = 0 then Zd2 =
0 a.e. and so Zd = (xd + εd )T B(xd + εd ) = 0, a.e. This
means that
bT R(εd ) =

(j )

η > 0 and any selection of

∈

(j )
Nδ,j (ed ),


R(e(1), )T
..


 > η.
.
det 


2 )T ,

(12)
where bT = (b11 , . . . , bnn ) are the entries of B written
out as a vector (rather than a matrix) in the same order
as in R(εd ). Under Condition F, we can find n2 linearly
independent equations of the form of (12) constraining b,
each holding on a set of strictly positive measure. So, their
only solution is b = 0, that is, B = 0.
Now, the conditions of Theorem 3.1 are satisfied, and we
have that



R(e(n

bij (xdi + εdi )(xdj + εdj ) = 0 a.e.,

i,j =1

that for all j , P εd ∈ Nδ,j (ed ) > 0 and so that for some
(j ),
ed

n


)

Our result is the following.
THEOREM 3.2: For Yd , xd , and ε d as in Eq. (8) and
suppose P and Q are any partitions in PnK , P = Q, are
two partitions of the n data points into K clusters, with
corresponding cost difference matrix B. If Condition F
holds and if
D
1  T
xd Bxd → 0
√
D d=1

D
1  Zd D
-→ ϕ as D → ∞,
√
D d=1 sD
2
where sD
=
1
= 2 , so

D
2
d=1 σd

and ϕ ∼ N(0, 1). However, P(ϕ ≥ 0)


D
P
Zd ≥ 0

(10)

d=1

then

→

1
.
2

But
P(cost(Y, P) ≤ cost(Y, Q)) →

1
2

(11)

Zd = cost(Y, P) − cost(Y, Q),

d=1

as D → ∞.

√ 
xTd Bxd = o
D is trivially satisfied if
√ 
2
D . Also, note that the condition in
d xd 2 = o
Theorem 3.2 on the growth rate of the cost of the √
informative components
is tight; if they grow at rate O( D),
√
then
d Zd / D may converge to a normal distribution
shifted by a nonzero constant, which would therefore have
a nonzero mean. A higher rate of growth would mean that
the informative components would eventually win out decisively over the noise.
Note that

D


so the theorem is proved.



d

Proof: With the previous theorems and lemmas in place,
all that remains is to show that Zd satisfies the assumptions
of Theorem 3.1. From Theorem 2.5, we know that
E Zd = xTd Bxd ,
which is a nonrandom, deterministic
  quantity. Furthermore,
Theorem 2.5 tells us that Var Zd2 is finite, so ∃ U  such
that E Zd2 ≤ U  < ∞. More, when P = Q we have B = 0
and this implies E Zd2 > 0 because E Zd2 = 0 only if B = 0.
Statistical Analysis and Data Mining DOI:10.1002/sam

To verify that Condition F is nontrivial and readily
satisfied for a large class of continuous error distributions,
we show the following.
COROLLARY 3.1: Suppose εd has a density with
respect to Lebesgue measure that is continuous on an
open set that has positive probability. Suppose also that
the components εdi are independent and identical with
support containing an open set. Then, Condition F is
satisfied.
Proof: Recall that R(εd ) has length n2 and bT R(εd ) =
0, a.e. Partition the range of each εdi into n2 disjoint
subsets Wk for k = 1, . . . , n2 each having strictly positive
probability and containing an open set. Then, on each
subset, Eq. (12) holds. That is, bT R(εd ) = 0 a.e. can be
regarded as a second order polynomial in the εdi ’s. The only
way a polynomial can be zero a.e. is if all its coefficients,
the bij ’s, are zero. So, choose a single equation from each
Wk for k = 1, . . . , n2 and use its coefficients as a row in
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the matrix in Condition F . These rows can be chosen to
be linearly independent because for each subset the value
of ed at which R is evaluated ranges over a set of strictly
positive measure.

We suggest that Condition F is valid even for large
classes of discrete error terms provided D is large enough.
This can be readily conjectured from Eq. (12) but is not
formally proved here. Note that our real data example
in Section 7 satisfies Corollary 3.3, but other biomedical
examples do not.

3.2. Connection to Subspaces
In practice, it is often assumed that the true data is sparse
in the sense that a small number of features contain almost
all the information but we do not know which those are.
The following theorem considers this case explicitly, partly
to emphasize the point that considering all the components
of the dataset can make matters worse, and partly because
this model is used in Section 4 to investigate convergence
rates.
COROLLARY 3.2: Suppose Y = x + ε, and suppose
the columns of x vary over a fixed finite-dimensional subspace S ⊂ RD as D increases. If the components of ε are
independent and distributed according to a noise generating
1 as D → ∞.
sequence, then ξD → 
2
Proof: Let S be a fixed c-dimensional subspace of RD that
contains the span of the columns of x. Then,
xTd1 Bxd2 = o

√ 
D

4.

Since the impossibility results in Section 3 hold in the
limit, the important question becomes how quickly their
conclusions are observed as D increases. In this section,
we explore this question by approximating and bounding
the sequence ξD , given in Eq. (2), as D increases and
1 .
ξD → 
2

4.1. Monte Carlo Approximations to ξD
Assuming random variables can be drawn from noise
distributions F1 , F2 , . . ., it is easy to obtain a simple
Monte Carlo approximation to ξD . Since B is n × n,
we can write, as in Theorem 2.5, B = UUT , where
U = [u1 , . . . , un ] and the ui ’s are unit vectors and  =
diag(λ1 , . . . , λn ). Theorem 2.5 also provides the bound
rank(B) ≤ 2(K − M), where M is the number of partition
elements in common between P and Q. So, letting  =
min(n, 2(K − M)) we can reduce U to U = [u1 , . . . , u ]
and  to  = diag(λ1 , . . . , λ ), by eliminating eigenvectors with eigenvalue zero. The noise term has distribution
F = (F1 , . . . , FD ) as in Definition 2.6 so that for each
d = 1, . . . , D, εdi ∼ Fd for i = 1, . . . , n so that over
j = 1, . . . , N i.i.d. replications ε̃dij ∼ Fd . Now, a Monte
Carlo approach is given in the following.
THEOREM 4.1: The probability that the cost of one
partition P of size K is less than the cost of another partition
Q, also of size K is
ξD = P(cost(Y, P) ≤ cost(Y, Q))
 

D
 

2
T
= P
λi
wid + εd ui ≥ 0
i=1

for any d1 and d2 between 1 and D since any xd is n × 1, B
is n × n, and n is fixed. Since there are only finitely many
such terms that are nonzero,
D


xTd Bxd = o

√ 
D ,

d=1

 

N
D
2
1   
T
wid + ε̃ dj ui ≥ 0 ,
= lim
I
λi
N→∞ N

a.s.

j =1

i=1

d=1

(13)
where I{} is the indicator function and w = xT u.

d=1

which is the main hypothesis of Theorem 3.2.

CONVERGENCE RATES



The model used in Corollary 3.3 is, essentially, the case
that we have a finite number of informative components and
the result shows that the effect of the differences among
the nonrandom parts disappears as D increases. That is,
clustering is impossible under a squared error evaluation
criterion.

The disadvantage of this Monte Carlo algorithm is its
computational complexity, O(N nD). The task is easier if
we assume i.i.d. Gaussian noise.
COROLLARY 4.1: Suppose that
 all εdi , d = 1, . . . , D
and i = 1, . . . , n are i.i.d. N 0, σ 2 . Furthermore, let
2
χc,i
(δ), i = 1, . . . , , denote i.i.d. Chi-square random variables with c degrees of freedom and noncentrality parameter δ. Then ξD can be expressed as a weighted sum of
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Chi-square variables, that is,

1
D





1 
2
ξD = P √
λi χD (δi ) ≥ 0
D i=1


N

1 
1 
a.s.
2
= lim
I √
λi χD,j (δi ) ≥ 0 ,
N→∞ N
D i=1
j =1
where δ(i) =

tion of

(15)

D
2
d=1 (wid /σ ) .

THEOREM 4.2: Assume all the conditions of Corollary
iid
4.1, in particular, εid ∼ N(0, 1) ∀ i, d and λi , for i =
1, . . . ,  are the  nonzero eigenvalues of B. Then
ξD = P √




1
D−c


1
= lim 
N→∞ N

N


and let FD be the cumulative distribution funcDVD /σ . Then there exists a constant δ such that

(14)

The setting of the last corollary can be simplified further
if the dimension of the span of the columns of x is finite;
this assumption was used in Corollary 3.3. Without loss of
generality, we suppose that these informative components,
that is, having nonzero signal, are in the first c entries of x
and that all later entries are only noise, that is, they have
zero signal.



D
d=1√Vd ,

|Fn (t) −

C=

c


xTd Bxd ,

d=1

so that
c


Zd = C +

c


(εd )T B(ε d ) +

d=1

+

2
λi χD−c,i
≥ 0 + oP (1) as D → ∞

c


c


(εd )T B(xd )

d=1

(xd )T B(εd )

d=1

i=1



σ3

where (t) is the cumulative distribution function of the
standard normal distribution. The constant δ, while not
known exactly, has been bounded above by 0.7655 [19].
Using this version of the Berry–Esseen theorem for the
Zd s will require that the noise distribution from which the
εid ’s are drawn to have finite sixth moment and be i.i.d.
along the dimension component d.
To give rates on the convergence, some notation is
needed. Let

d=1



δρ
√
D

(t)| ≤



(16)


1 
2
I √
λi χD−c,i,j
≥ 0 +oP (1) ,
D−c
i
j =1

(17)
2
2
where χD−c,i
and χD−c,i,j
for i = 1, . . . ,  and j =
1, . . . , n are i.i.d. Chi-squared random variables with
D − c degrees of freedom.

= C + Vc ,

(18)

where Eq. (18) defines Vc as a sum of normal and Chisquare random variables. We have the following.
THEOREM 4.3: Suppose the first c dimension components are the only ones with nonzero signals and the later
D − c components are drawn from an i.i.d. noise distribution with finite sixth moment. Then for α = α(D) satisfying
e−α(D)/8
→ 0,
√
D

(19)

4.2. General Bounds on the Convergence of ξD
we have that
While the above approximations are useful for calculating ξD in practice, other theoretical bounds on these rates
are also of interest. In this section, we present bounds on
1 as D → ∞ in terms of the
the convergence of ξD → 
2
higher moments of the cost function. Often these may be
easier to obtain as they can be calculated empirically by
using estimates of the parameters that appear in the expressions below.
One standard way to bound convergence rates in central limit theory is the well-known Berry–Esseen theorem.
One version of this is the following. Let V1 , . . . , VD be a
sequence
such that E (Vd ) = 0,

  of i.i.d. random variables
E Vd2 = σ 2 , and E |Vd |3 = ρ < ∞. Let VD =
Statistical Analysis and Data Mining DOI:10.1002/sam

ξD ∈

*

(−aD ) − bD ,

*

(−aD ) + bD ,

(20)

where
C + α
√
σ D−c
δρ
bD = √
3
σ D−c
aD =

3

ρ = (E)|cost(Yd , P)−cost(Yd , Q)|3 = (E) ε Td Bεd
2

σ 2 = (E)cost(Yd , P) − cost(Yd , Q)2 = (E) εTd Bεd ,
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and * indicates the normal distribution integrated over
Vc = α  for α  < α multiplied by 1/ P({Vc ≤ α}) and −aD
indicates the argument over which the integration is done.

conditioning can be treated point-wise in Vc for Vc < α.
Specifically, fix α and define the events

Note that the confidence intervals are distorted by the

integration; however, the
√ rate is preserved for each α >
α giving an overall D convergence. In practice, we
expediently set α = 0 and P({Vc ≤ α}) = 1 when we use
Theorem 4.4 to give bounds on probabilities in Section 5.

D

C + Vc
Zd
1
≤− √
}
W (Vc ) = { √
σ
D − c d=c+1
σ D−c

(24)

B = {Vc ≤ α}.

(25)

Proof: The strategy here is to separate out the first c
components in Eq. (18) so their influence can be bounded
and the Berry–Esseen theorem used to get Eq. (20). We
begin by letting α > 0 and writing
P(cost(Y, P) ≤ cost(Y, Q))

 D

Zd ≤ 0
= P


d=1


D

Zd
C + Vc
≤− √
= P √
D − c d=c+1 σ
σ D−c


D

1
C + Vc
Zd
= P √
≤− √
Vc > α P(Vc > α)
σ
D−c
σ D−c
1

Then, by definition,


D

1
C + Vc
Zd
≤− √
P √
Vc ≤ α
D − c d=c+1 σ
σ D−c

1
= E (IW (Vc ) |B) =
IW (Vc ) d P(Vc = vc ),
P (B) B
where IA indicates the indicator function for a set A. Let
α0 = α and choose α0 > α1 > · · · > αm and set αm+1 =
∞. Write Bk = {αk > Vc > αk+1 } so ∪m
k=0 Bk = B. Now,

IW (Vc ) dP (Vc = vc )
(26)
B

=


+P √



D


1
C + Vc
Zd
Vc ≤ α P(Vc ≤ α).
≤− √
D − c d=c+1 σ
σ D−c

=



D




C + Vc
Zd
≤− √
Vc > α
σ
σ D−c
d=c+1


× P(Vc > α) ≤ 1 × O e−α/8 .
(23)

1
0≤ P √
D−c

This follows from using standard bounds on tail probabilities of the form P (X > α) where X is either normal or
Chi-square and recalling that Vq is a sum of finitely many
normal and Chi-square distributed random variables. It is
seen that as long as α increases slowly with D as in the rate
hypothesis in the statement of the theorem, the upper
 bound
√ 
in Eq. (23) will go to zero at a rate faster than O 1/ D .
Next, for Eq. (22) we use the same bounds
 on tail
probabilities to assert that P (V ≤ α) ≈ 1 − O e−α/8 , in
the sense that
 and lower bounds on P (V ≤ α) of
 upper
tightness O e−α/8 = o(D) can be given.
Now, it remains to bound the conditional probability
D
in Eq. (22). Since Vc is independent of
i=c+1 Zd , the

E (IW (Vc ) αk > Vc > αk+1 )PVc (αk > Vc > αk+1 )

k=0



→


(22)
First, we show that Eq. (21) is satisfactorily small, and so
can be ignored. Observe that

m


IW (Vc ) dPVc (vc )

Bk

k=0

d=c+1

(21)

m 


=

α
−∞
α

−∞

E (IW (Vc ) Vc = α  )PVc (α  )dα 


P W (Vc = α  Vc = α  )PVc (α  )dα  ,

in which the convergence follows by invoking a conditional dominated convergence theorem (since the indicator
function for a set is bounded by one). The conditional probability in the integral is


D

1
C + α
Zd

Vc = α
≤− √
P √
(27)
σ
D−c
σ D−c
d=c+1

for each Vc = α  where α  < α and the Berry–Esseen
theorem can be used to control
√ it. Letting the distribution
D
function of d=c+1
√Zd /(σ D − c) be FD−c , Eq. (27) is
FD−c ((C + α  )/(σ D − c)). The Berry–Esseen theorem
then gives
F(D−c) (t) −

(t) ≤

δρ
,
√
σ3 D − c

and the theorem follows by integrating the approximation
with respect to the marginal for Vc = α  over α  < α and
multiplying by 1/ P(B).
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Note that Eq. (19) amounts to α = o(ln D), which can in
principle swamp the effect of C. However, in calculating
bounds on the cost curves in Section 5.1, we used α = 0
and obtained reasonable results. This may mean the o(ln D)
only takes effect for very large D, perhaps due to a very
small multiplicative factor, or that the bound in which α
appears is loose.
A final convergence rate of ξD can now be stated.
Because of the bounds on the growth rate of the informative
components,as mentioned
in Section (3.1), we expect this
√ 
rate to be O 1/ D . This is borne out in the following.
COROLLARY 4.2: The asymptotic
convergence of
√ 
ξD − 1/2 has rate at most O 1/ D .
Proof: This result follows from Taylor expanding * (·)
around 0 for fixed α. Since the approximating normal
for each value of α  satisfies (0) = 1/2, we have that
* (0) = 1/2 and therefore
*

(−aD )


1
−C + α
C−α
1
= − √
+o
= *
√
2 σ 2π(D−c)
D
σ D−c



√
C −α
C−α
1
− τ, √
+τ
∈
⇒ D−c ξD −
√
2
σ 2π
σ 2π

1
δρ
.
where τ = 3 + o √

σ
D
5. CLASSIFICATION AND CLUSTERING

Here we outline a strategy for establishing a sort of
consistency theorem for clustering. This is in contrast to
the impossibility of clustering established in the previous section, and generalized in the following section. Our
strategy rests on the fact that clustering and classification
are closely related and there are well-known consistency
theorems for classification. Geometrically, when the clusters in a clustering are relatively concentrated, they often
correspond to the distinct modes in the distribution that generated the data. These modes may be plausibly regarded as
the distinct classes in a classification problem. Thus, the
clustering problem is, loosely, the classification problem
where the number of classes is unknown and the knowledge
of which class a data point came from is unavailable. This
often means that clustering problems are harder than classification problems and must be solved with less information.
However, if we can situate a clustering problem plausibly
in a classification context, concepts from classification may
become applicable.
For instance, VC dimension is a measure of the richness
of a collection of sets S that often arises is classification.
Statistical Analysis and Data Mining DOI:10.1002/sam

Loosely, the VC dimension of S is the maximum number
of points that can be separated in all possible ways by the
elements of S. This definition will be made precise below.
It is intuitive that VC dimension must play a large role in a
proper characterization of clustering procedures since every
clustering procedure has a collection of possible clusterings
it can generate and these can be regarded as partitions of a
space. Since VC-dimension is a way to measure the ability
of a collection partitions to separate points, VC-dimension
is a measure of the richness of the collection of clusterings
a clustering method can generate. Accordingly, we expect
VC dimension to play a large role in characterizing the
complexity of clustering methods. In effect, we expect
that controlling VC-dimension will ensure the collection of
clusterings is small enough that an impossibility theorem
will not hold.
To explore this, regard a data dependent partition, such
as clustering generates, purely as a description of the
distribution. That is, regard a clustering technique as a way
to generate a partition of the space that reflects the relative
positions of the data. Thus, if a partition is well chosen it
may be more stable, heuristically, than the values used to
obtain it.
Since each clustering defines a collection of sets it is
reasonable to suggest that clustering techniques choosing
from larger collections of partitions are more prone to
impossibility-type results that clustering techniques choosing from smaller collections of partitions. This follows
because, intuitively, the richer a collection of partitions is,
the easier it is to choose a partition that is weakly reflective,
or not reflective at all, of the structure of the data, purely
by chance. For instance a clustering method that chooses
any valid partition of D-dimensional real space is likely to
be much more unstable than normal mixture model clustering that produces clusters based on the boundaries between
modes.
Roughly, the VC dimension of a class of sets is the
maximum number of points the sets can separate in all
possible ways. That is, to test if the VC dimension of a
class of sets is at least k it is enough to find a set of k
points for which all 2k possible subsets can be picked out
by the class of sets. For a formal definition see Ref. [15,
Chapter 12.4], which is used below. This is most natural in
a classification context where the goal is to separate points
based on class membership.
Theoretically, a clustering problem can be converted into
a classification problem by indexing a set of candidate
modes for a distribution by 1, . . . , M and adjoining to
each yi the index of the mode (essentially xi ) it ‘belongs
to’ perhaps in the sense of being closest to it. We refer
to this as the augmented data (which is usually unavailable). Binary classification therefore corresponds to M = 2.
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In real classification problems, M is known whereas in
clustering problems M is unknown.
Now, assuming we know the correct M, we can compare
clustering methods by the VC-dimensions of the collection
of sets each induces. Intuitively, we define the VC dimension of a clustering method (as opposed to an individual
clustering) as the maximal number of points that sets from
the union of all sets the method can generate can separate
in all possible ways. This makes sense because each separation of the points in a data set corresponds to a partition
of the data points into clusters. As a generality, clustering
methods correspond to a range of partitions that has infinite
VC dimension. However, restricting the class of partitions
will give a finite VC-dimension.
To develop the link among clustering, classification and
VC dimension, we consider asymptotics in n rather than
D. This is the reverse from the results in Sections 3
and 4 in which D increases and n is fixed (or grows very
slowly with D). So, suppose for each fixed D we have a
collection of partitions ostensibly defined by the clustering method and we have known modes; below the partitions are denoted are the P’s with collections of elements
B(P) all gathered into in F(D). Given this, we can set
up an application of Theorem 21.2 in [15] for the case
M = 2.
Turning to formalities, we recall the following definitions
from Chapter 21.1 in Ref. [15]. Let
F(D) = {P(D) |P(D) is a finite partition of S (R)},

Next, to the augmented data, associate a partitioning rule
πn for each n. A partitioning rule is a function on the
augmented data that gives a partition of the Yi ’s. Write Fn
to mean the family of partitions associated to πn and denote
πn (D * ) = Pn where D * = Dn* is the augmented data. For
given y, let An (y) be the unique element of Pn that contains
the point y. Given this, we can define the ‘classification
rule’

n

0 if i=1 I{yi ∈ An (y), ui = 1}
gn (y) =
(28)
≤ ni=1 I{yi ∈ An (y), ui = 0},


1 elsewhere,
where ui = 1, 0 according to whether yi is in its correct
modal class. Essentially, this classification rule assigns a
future point x to the mode for which most of the previous
xi s near it have been assigned, a sort of nearest neighbors
condition based on the partition elements rather than on a
distance measure explicitly.
Theorem 21.2 in Ref. [15] can now be applied. Its main
hypotheses are
1. For each R > 0,
lim

n→∞

log(n (Fn ))
= 0.
n

2. For any ball SB and any γ > 0,

D

is the ball of radius R centered at zero in D
where
dimensions. Next, for a given P, let B(P) be the collection
of all 2|P| sets defined from P and let A(D) = {A ∈
B(P) for some P ∈ F}. It is seen that A is the collection
of all sets that can be generated from F by taking unions
of elements of partition in F, Thus, A is the collection of
sets whose VC-dimension characterizes the sensitivity of a
clustering procedure.
Define n (F) = s(A, n) to be the shatter coefficient of
A. The shatter coefficient of a collection of sets such as
A is the maximal number of different subsets of n points
that can be ‘picked out’ by using its members. Formally,
let NA (z1 , . . . , zn ) be the number of distinct sets in the
collection of sets
{z1 , . . . , zn } ∩ A
as A ranges over A. Then,
s(A, n) =

lim µ({x| diam(An (x) ∩ SB ) > γ }) = 0,

n→∞

SD (R)

max

z1 ,. . .,zn ∈(RD )n

NA (z1 , . . . , zn )

The VC-dimension VA of A is the largest k for which
s(A, n) = 2k .

where µ = µD is the dominating measure for the Ddimensional space y varies over.
When these are satisfied gn is strongly consistent as a
classifier, that is, the classification loss associated with gn
converges in probability to its minimal value for all noise
distributions some a large class.
In the clustering context, this means that as n → ∞
the clustering is consistent in the sense that it associates
future y’s to their correct modes. Note that this means good
clustering would be achieved and therefore an impossibility theorem cannot hold. That is, the outline given here
suggests conditions, quite different from those of the impossibility theorem, under which clustering can be consistent.
Item 1 means that the log of the shatter coefficient,
effectively the log of the VC dimension, must be small
enough, that is, of order o(n), and hence the partition
cannot be too rich. Item 2 means that the diameter of the
partition elements must shrink as n increases in the sense
that there are few x’s in measure µ for which their size is
larger than a threshold, say γ . Taken together, the intuition
this supports is that there is a threshold complexity, in a
VC dimension sense, so that when the class of partition
Statistical Analysis and Data Mining DOI:10.1002/sam
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elements a clustering method can generate is restricted, but
not so restricted as to be unable to partition neighborhoods,
consistent clustering is possible.
By contrast, if the class of partition elements a clustering
method can generate is too rich or unable to partition sets
with positive measure, it will be difficult for a clustering
method to be consistent in the absence of other conditions.
As a generality, if D increases, most clustering methods
give a partition with elements drawn from a larger and
larger class of possible partition elements. Heuristically,
this means that as D increases it will be harder and harder
to satisfy the conditions of Theorem 21.2 in Ref. [15] or
similar results.

6. BEYOND SQUARED ERROR COST
One of the key limitations of the results presented in the
previous sections is the reliance on squared error cost. This
is so because squared error cost really only encapsulates a
good notion of cost when the correct clustering consists of
distinct, relatively spherical clusters. Other cost functions
are therefore of interest both in their own right and as a
way to evaluate how reasonable the results from squared
error loss are. On the other hand, since distinct, spherical
clusters are a paradigm case, the squared error cost is a
useful benchmark for more general clustering problems.
Moreover, K-means clustering, its variants such as Ward’s
method, and other clustering methods based on squared
error are the most commonly occurring.
Before leaving squared error cost, we comment that some
clustering problems that do not have distinct spherical clusters can be transformed into the setting of Theorem 3.2.
For instance, there are cases where kernel methods can
be used to transform clustering problems having nonlinearly separable clusters into settings where a kernel based
K-means or spectral clustering may be feasible. Instances
of this can be found in Refs. [20,21]. In essence, transformation may make a clustering problem amenable to techniques
best suited to separated, spherical clusters. So, the squared
error cost function may be appropriate more generally that
it might seem initially.
Nevertheless, there is real interest in variations on
squared error cost to which we turn next.
6.1. Lr,s Costs
Examination of the proof of Theorem 3.2 reveals that it
rests on representing the difference in squared error costs as
a sum over dimensions which can be decomposed into two
terms. The first term is controlled by a central limit theorem;
the second shows how far apart cluster centers can be and
yet remain indistinguishable. This analysis seems to hold
for more general norm-based cost functions as given below.
Statistical Analysis and Data Mining DOI:10.1002/sam

First, assume that the cost function can be separated by
dimension:
cost(Y, P) =

D


fP (Yd )

d=1

for some function fP indexed by a partitioning P. Second,
assume that fP (Y) is defined in terms of the rth norm to
the power s:

min yP − y * sr
(29)
fP (y) =
P ∈P

y * ∈R

where yP represents the |P |-dimensional vector of the
components of y in partition element P , and we suppress
the subscript d denoting dimension for readability. When
r = s = 2, we have the case of squared error loss as given
before; thus this represents an immediate generalization of
this result. Note also that r = ∞, with · ∞ being defined
as the component-wise maximum, is perfectly valid. For
convenience, we refer to this as the Lr,s cost function; in
the next section, we prove impossibility results for the cases
s ∈ {1, 2} and r ≥ s.
Now, let
Zd = fP (Yd ) − fQ (Yd ).

(30)

Now, the key quantity in Theorem 3.2 becomes
D
D
1 
1 
(Zd − E Zd ) + √
E Zd .
√
D d=1
D d=1

(31)

Furthermore, Eq. (29) can be naturally generalized to
include ‘soft’ clusterings in which points have partial membership between the clusters, for example, the probabilistic
membership found by mixture modeling. In this case, we
could look at the more general ‘weighted’ norm version:
 n
s/r
K


min
(αik yi − y * )r
.
(32)
fP (y) =
k=1

y * ∈R

i=1

In the case where αik is a binary indicator variable indicating membership with i αik = 1, this reduces to Eq. (29).
In the general case, with a few additional assumptions, an
analogous impossibility result will still be shown to apply.
One of the reasons an impossibility theorem can often
be established for separable cost functions as described
by Eq. (29) is that they accumulate errors over all D
dimensions. Consider if we combined the component-wise
cost functions using an Lr norm, that is, looked at

1/r  D
1/r 
D


. (33)
ξD = P
fPr (Yd )
≥
fQr (Yd )
d=1

d=1
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In this case, for finite r, we can cancel the powers of 1/r
and simply get
 D

D




fP (Yd ) ≥
fQ (Yd )
ξD = P
d=1

(34)

d=1

for some new fP and fQ . However, this does not apply if
we let r go to infinity; in this case, the sum is replaced by
a maximum over the dimensions, that is,
cost(Y, P) =

max

d∈{1,2,. . .,D}

fP (Yd ).

(35)

A simple counterexample shows that an impossibility
theorem of the manner given does not exist without additional assumptions. Suppose that the informative components xd are nonzero only for d = 1, but suppose that the
random noise on all dimensions is continuous but upper
bounded by the value η maxi,j xi − xj . Note that such an
x and ε satisfy all the assumptions of Theorem 3.2; only
the cost function is different. However, it is easy to see that,
for η sufficiently small, the comparison of partitionings is
determined entirely by dimension d = 1 as it will always
be chosen by the max in Eq. (35).
However, using the maximum has its own problems,
namely instability due to extreme values in the noise.
Unless the noise is upper bounded, the law of large numbers
guarantees that, asymptotically, the maximum will eventually be determined by noise. While such a result may be
interesting, for the purposes of this paper we restrict ourselves to component-wise separable cost functions of the
form given in Eq. (29).

6.2. A General Setting and Impossibility Theorem
Here we establish minimal conditions under which it
seems a general impossibility theorem holds for separable
cost functions as given in Eq. (29).
First, as in Section 2, define the difference in componentwise cost between two partitionings P and Q as
Zd = Zd (fP , fQ ) = fP (xd + ε d ) − fQ (xd + εd ).

(36)

However, it is necessary to introduce an additional term to
handle ‘bias’ in the cost function, that is, the difference in
cost on pure noise:
Ud = Ud (fP , fQ ) = fP (εd ) − fQ (εd ).

(37)

When fP is squared error cost, E Ud = 0 for partitions P
and Q with the same number of elements. An impossibility

theorem would hold if
D


1 
D
√
(Zd − E Ud ) -→ N 0, V 2
D d=1

(38)

for some V 2 > 0. Note that the comparison of two partitionings is done in terms of D
d=1 Zd using Eq. (36). This
means that if the expected value of the bias correction term,
Ud , is not zero, then the comparison between P and Q
is eventually dominated by the bias, independently from
the informative components. If the bias is zero, as in the
squared error cost, then the comparison reduces to a purely
1 as in the
random result with ξD = P ( D
d=1 Zd ≥ 0) → 
2
proof of Theorem 3.2.
We comment that Berry–Esseen bounds to control the
behavior of ξD under general, separable cost functions can
often be found. More specifically, if an impossibility result
holds and the third moment of fP (Yd ) exists, Theorem 4.3
applies, with the quantities aD , bD , ρd , and σd2 determined
using the more general differences of cost functions. These
quantities can be determined empirically; we do this for the
illustrative plots in Section 7.
To establish the sort of impossibility result suggested by
Eq. (38), we first formalize the technical requirements on
Zd , the class of component-wise cost functions, and the
distribution of the noise. Denote a class of component-wise
cost functions by F, with fP , fQ ∈ F, and consider the
following list of six conditions.
A1. VC-subgraph condition: F is a VC-subgraph class of
functions.
A2. Envelope function: F has a square integrable envelope
function.
A3. Uniform Lindeberg condition: Write Ud F2 to mean
the supremum norm of the cost difference on pure
noise, Ud = Ud (f, g), in F2 = F × F. We require
D
1 
E Zd
D
d=1

#
√ $
F2 1 Zd 2 >ε D
F

→ 0 ∀ ε > 0.

A4. Covariance process convergence: The covariance process Zd (f1 , g1 )Zd (f2 , g2 ) converges point-wise on
F2 × F2 .
A5. Existence of a semimetric: There exists a semimetric
ρ (f1 , g1 ), (f2 , g2 ) defined on pairs of functions
(f1 , g1 ), (f2 , g2 ) ∈ F2 , such that, for every sequence
δD ↓ 0,
sup

D


ρ [(f1 ,g1 ),(f2 ,g2 )]≤δD d=1

E (Zd (f1 , g1 )−Zd (f2 , g2 ))2

goes to zero.
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A6. Measurability: The completion of the product space on
which (Z1 , Z2 , . . . , ZD ) is defined is measurable.
Since some of these conditions may be unfamiliar we
provide some details. First, for A1, the VC condition, the
subgraph of a function f is the set {(x, t) : t < f (x)}.
A collection of functions is called a VC-subgraph class
if the collections of all subgraphs from functions f ∈ F
forms a VC class of sets, that is, has finite VC dimension.
For instance, if f is indexed by all the possible hard
partitionings of the data, the class of functions is finite and
condition A1 is trivially satisfied. Instead, if f is indexed
by all soft partitionings of the data, additional work must
be done to verify this assumption. Sufficient conditions for
a class of functions being a VC-subgraph class is found in
Ref. [22] or Ref. [23].
Second, A2 is a standard assumption from the theory of
empirical processes commonly used to ensure bounds can
be taken uniformly over the functions within the envelope.
This means that the theorem we state below will be uniform
over classes of cost functions rather than for individual cost
functions as in Theorem 3.2; for nonfinite classes of cost
functions, a uniform bound is required to ensure the result
holds even under optimization.
Third, condition A3 is stated for the difference in costs,
but in fact it is enough for it to hold for individual cost
functions. This is analogous to the the condition used in
Theorem 3.1.
Items A4, A5, and A6 are largely technical. Covariance
processes must converge so that the normal limit can be
identified. A metric, not just a semimetric, can be defined
for hard clusterings by any one of a number of clustering
indices such as the Rand index [24] or the Jacard index.
In these cases, ρ in item 5 can be phrased in terms of such
a divergence m as
ρ (fP1 , fP2 ), (fQ1 , fQ2 ) = m(P1 , Q1 ) + m(P2 , Q2 ).
In the general case, which includes soft partitioning, such
a semimetric depends on the context. Finally, the measurability is a requirement for all the quantities to be well
defined. Note that weaker but more technical assumptions
could replace the ones given; we refer the reader to Ref.
[22] or Ref. [23] for the details. Now, we can state our
general theorem.
THEOREM 6.1: Suppose that assumptions A1–A6 are
satisfied. Then
D


1 
D
√
(Zd − E Ud ) -→ N 0, V 2 ,
D d=1
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(39)

where V > 0, provided that Var (Ud ) > 0 and
D
1 
p
E (Zd − Ud ) -→ 0 as D → ∞.
√
D d=1

√
Furthermore, let TD = (1/ D) D
d=1 E Ud . If TD → α ∈
[−∞, +∞] as D → ∞,
%
&
D

Zd > 0
ξD = P D −1/2

p

-→


 0


d=1

(α/V )
1

TD → +∞
TD → α
TD → −∞,

(40)

where
is the distribution function of a N(0, 1). In
1 .
particular, if E Ud = 0, then ξD → 
2
Note that Eq. (40) is a generalization of Theorem 3.2 to
account for bias. The three limiting cases can be understood as follows. If TD converges to α then the event
in ξD gives a normal percentile because it is a ‘central’ value of D −1/2 D
d=1 Zd . However, if TD diverges
to ±∞, the limiting
distribution will be overwhelmed by

bias making P D −1/2 D
d=1 Zd > 0 go to zero or one.
This theorem characterizes the behavior of the difference in
cost functions. However, these cases depend on the asymptotic behavior of TD . While this can often be determined
empirically, as we do in Section 7, it is usually difficult
to characterize explicitly. The most important special case
of this result is α = 0, where (0) = 1/2 gives clustering
impossibility.
Proof: Dealing formally with the technical details is beyond
the scope of this paper; we therefore sketch a proof and
refer the reader to Ref. [22] for a treatment of the technical
aspects.
First write Eq. (39) as
D
D
1 
1 
(Zd − E Ud ) = √
(Zd − E Zd )
√
p
D d=1
d=1
D
1 
E (Zd − Ud ).
+√
D d=1

(41)

Now, consider the first term. Under A1 - A6, the assumptions of the uniform central limit theorem for stochastic
processes, as given in Theorem 2.11.1 of [22], are satisfied. (The entropy condition in Theorem 2.11.1 follows
from A1 and A2; Theorem 2.6.7 gives sufficient conditions for a VC-class of functions to satisfy the hypotheses of Lemma 2.11.6 which gives the entropy condition.
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The other conditions of Theorem 2.11.1 are items A3–A6)
Thus, D −1/2 D
d=1 (Zd − E Zd ) converges in distribution
to a mean zero Gaussian random variable and the nonzero
variance of Ud implies that this distribution is nondegenerate. Thus, Eq. (39) follows.
More generally, it is seen that the second term in Eq. (41)
determines the location of the overall limit. So, Eq. (40)
follows immediately.

Note that Theorem 6.1 is a variant on Eq. (31) and again,
Berry–Esseen bounds to control the behavior of ξD can be
obtained by computing the quantities aD , bD , ρ, and σ 2 in
Theorem 4.4.

LEMMA 6.4: Suppose r ∈ [2, ∞] and
fP (x) =


P ∈P

min xP − x * r 2 ,

x * ∈R

where xP denotes the components in x restricted to the
partition element P . Then
E |fP (x + ε) − fQ (ε)|


≤
min CP xP − x *
P ∈P

x * ∈R

r

+ DP xP − x * r 2



'

≤ C fP (x) + DfP (x),
6.3.

Impossibility for

Lr,s

Cost Functions

We illustrate Theorem 6.1 using the class of cost functions defined in Eq. (29),
fP (x) =


P ∈P

min xP − x *

x * ∈R

s
r

(42)

with the restriction s ∈ {1, 2}. Recall that xP represents the
|P |-dimensional vector of the components of x in partition
element P .
We will derive bounds on E (Zd − Ud ) in Theorem 6.1,
analogous to (10) in Theorem 3.2, then show some computational results for how the bias E Ud behaves for three
different cost function structures. Our first result bounds the
difference in costs of clustering one component of real data
and the cost of clustering one component of noise when
s = 1 in Eq. (42).
LEMMA 6.2: Let r ∈ [1, ∞] and suppose s = 1 in
Eq. (42). Then, we have that
E |fP (x + ε) − fP (ε)| ≤ CfP (x)

(43)

where C is a constant independent of x.


Proof: See Appendix A4.

To obtain an analogous result for s = 2, we use an
adapted form of Lemma 2.1 in Ref. [25].
LEMMA 6.3: Let a, b ∈ Rd . Then, for r ∈ [2, ∞],

where CP , DP , C, and D are identifiable constants depending on P, E ε̃P 1 and r but independent of x.


Proof: See Appendix A6.

Now, bounds on the rates, comparable to those in
Theorem 3.2 are as follows.
THEOREM
√6.5:
 A) Let s = 1√and r ∈ [s, ∞]. If
|fP (x)| ∈ o
D and fQ (x) ∈ o
D , that is,
D
1 
√
fP (x) → 0
D d=1

and

D
1 
√
fQ (x) → 0,
D d=1

then P (cost(x, P) > cost(x, Q)) either has no limit or
converges to a constant determined entirely by the bias of
1 .
the cost functions. If the bias is 0, then this constant is 
2
B) Let s = 2 and r ∈ [s, ∞). If, in addition,
D
D
1 '
1 '
fP (x) → 0 and √
fQ (x) → 0
√
D d=1
D d=1

then, again, P (cost(x, P) > cost(x, Q)) either has no limit
or converges to a constant determined entirely by the bias
of the cost functions. If the bias is 0, then this constant
1
is 
2.
Proof: Note that

a + b r 2 − a r 2 ≤ 2 aT b + (r − 1) b r 2
≤ 2d a
Proof: See Appendix A5.

1

b

r

+ (r − 1) b r 2 .


Now, we can state bounds parallel to Eq. (43) but for
s = 2.

E |Zd − Ud | ≤ E |fP (xd + ε d ) − fP (ε d )|
+ E fQ (xd + ε d ) − fQ (εd ) .
The rest follows immediately from Lemmas 6.2 and 6.3
and Theorem 6.1.
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6.4. Computing the Bias

2

It remains to demonstrate the behavior of the bias term
and bias correction on a few illustrative examples. Here we
consider three Lr,s cost functions, (r, s) = (1, 1), (2, 2), and
(5, 2), and evaluate

1

–2
–3

(44)

–4

L1,1, even, 10×
L1,1, odd, 10×
L2,2
L5,2

–5
–6

10

0

20

30

40

50

(b)
0.75
ξD

empirically to show their relative behavior. Notationally,
we drop the d since our noise is i.i.d. and we are looking
at the bias correction component-wise.
Let n = 100 and generate random noise from a onedimensional N(0, 1) distribution. Let Q be the partition
of these outcomes into two equisized sets randomly. We
compare this Q to the partitions Pi formed by randomly
assigning i points to one partition element and the other n −
i points to a second partition element. Random assignment
is reasonable since we are looking only at noise. It is enough
to do this for i = 1, . . . , 50 since i = 51, . . . , 100 will
give symmetric results.
Panel (a) in Fig. 1 shows the results of averaging
Eq. (44) over 107 runs. It is seen that, as expected, the L2,2
cost function has no bias. Surprisingly, the bias curve for
the L5,2 cost function is negative, indicating E fPi (ε d ) <
E fQ (ε d ). This means that the equisized partition is strongly
disfavored on average. Informally, note that the spread of
a random sampling of half the elements is far more representative of the spread of the full data. Since the Lr,s
cost function for larger r puts more weight on the outer
points, one would expect a more compact partition to have
significantly lower cost. Thus what we see is the expected
behavior.
The L1,1 cost function has quite different behavior. First,
it has both positive and negative bias depending on whether
the i in Pi is odd or even. When i is odd, Pi is favored;
when i is even, the equisized partition Q is favored. The
reason this occurs is that the optimization to find a median
is not necessarily uniquely defined. For n even, any value
between the middle two values is a valid median; when
n odd the middle value is unique. (We ignore the case of
multiplicity since this happens with zero probability.) So,
the cost of a partition with an even number of elements may
be identical in cost to the same partition with one additional
element added within the range of possible medians. Thus,
on average, partitions with an odd number of elements are
slightly favored.
As a second evaluation of the effect of the bias correction, we compare the behavior of ξD when it is not included
and when it is. Suppose we generate a one-dimensional
data set with n = 100 data
 50 data

 points by combining
points from each of a N −0.5, 0.252 and a N 0.5, .252 .
Then, we augment the data by adding D − 1 extra noise
dimensions using outcomes of a N(0, 1) so that the two
Statistical Analysis and Data Mining DOI:10.1002/sam
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D

Fig. 1 Panel (a) plots (44) for P and Qi . The dotted line is
for (r, s) = (2, 2) and the dot-dash line is for (r, s) = (5, 2).
The upper solid line is for (r, s) = (1, 1) and i odd and the
lower solid line is for i even. Panel (b) shows the behavior of ξD as D increases when the bias is not taken into
account and panel (c) shows ξD when the bias is taken into
account.

dimensional data points can be regarded as D dimensional
data. In fact, there is only one informative dimension since
the other dimension merely has a tighter distribution. Again,
let P be the equisized partition with two partition elements
obtained by random assignment, but this time let Q be the
random partition into a 65–35 split. Since our goal is to
show impossibility, the specific choice of partitions is not
important.
Panel (b) in Fig. 1 does not correct for the bias and
effectively assumes it is zero, simply comparing the cost
of the two clusterings. Panel (c) in Fig. 1, however, shows
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the results of plotting
ξD = P(cost(Y, P) − cost(Y, Q) ≥ E Ud ),
where the E U1 accounts for the bias. The costs are as in
Eq. (42) for (r, s) = (1, 1), (2, 2), and (5, 2). In the presence of bias, the curve for (r, s) = (5, 2) drops to zero very
quickly; it is clear that the bias has a significant affect. The
unequal partitioning is favored, but this is due only to the
noise and properties of the cost function. The curve for
(1, 1), which has significantly less bias, drops to zero more
slowly. Note that we are comparing the equisized partitioning against one with two partitions that each have an odd
number of data points; as expected, the latter is increasingly
favored by the L1,1 cost function. The (2, 2) case, which
1 as predicted.
has no bias, decays to 
2

7.

COMPUTATIONS

In this section, we present two computed examples. Both
illustrate how the phenomenon established in Theorems 3.2
and 6.1 comes into effect for different choices of clustering.
That is, the dimension D of a set of n vectors is allowed
to grow and the difference in costs of one clustering over
another is calculated repeatedly so that a curve ξ = ξD
can be given. In both cases, the number of informative
dimensions is much smaller than the apparent D, a sort of
sparsity common in many data classes. The first example
uses simulated data and the second uses gene expression
data analyzed in Ref. [3].
7.1. Simulations
As a first example of how clustering impossibility can
be seen, consider the following simple scenario. Suppose
a two-dimensional data set of size n = 120 is generated
by taking 40 i.i.d. data points from each of three bivariate
normal distributions. These normals have means (−0.5, 1),
(0.5, 1) and (0, −0.75) with covariance matrices given
by diag(.22 , .252 ), diag(.152 , .252 ) and diag(.452 , .352 ),
respectively. The top panels of Fig. 1 show three ways
to cluster the data. Panel (a) shows the correct clustering,
Pbest . Panel (b) shows Pbad , an incorrect clustering: the bottom cluster is correct, but the top two clusters are split along
a line at y = 1 rather than on any vertical line which would
visibly separate them. Panel (c) shows an even worse clustering, Prandom , a random assignment of the data into three
clusters.
These bivariate data are extended to data of dimension
D = 3, 4, . . . by adding D − 2 coordinates that were pure
noise and hence uninformative. This was done in three
ways. The simplest is to add coordinates that are N(0, 1).

However, we also used two other noise distributions, a
mean-shifted χ22 , that is, χ22 − 2, and a Student’s-t with
4 degrees of freedom, to see any effect from heavier tails.
Figure 2 shows our computation of ξD for six scenarios:
we look at two different comparisons of partitions under
the three types of noise terms for the squared error cost
function. Figures 3 and 4 show the same six scenarios for
two more cost functions, L1 and L5 for which cases we
used the bias correction procedure discussed in Sections 6.2
and 6.4.
For the squared error cost, we calculated ξD for each
value of D using the Monte Carlo simulation identified
in Theorems 4.1 and 4.3. For speed of computation, we
treated the difference in costs for the noisy components,
Zd = cost(P, ε) − cost(Q, ε) as a random variable and
estimated its distribution using a pool of 107 samples, each
one from an i.i.d. draw of ε. Once this empirical distribution
function was computed, we could quicklysample N values
D
of Zd , Zd,1 , . . . , Zd,N until N1 N
j =1 I
d=1 Zd,j ≥ 0
converged (we chose N = 50 000); this gave our estimate
D
5
of ξD = P
d=1 Zd ≥ 0 for D between 1 and 10 . The
middle curves (solid lines) in panels (d)–(i) in Fig. 2 are
the curves of ξD that we found for a variety of scenarios
using L2 . The curves in Figs. 1, 3, and 4 were obtained in
a similar fashion.
In addition, we calculated bounds on the ξD curves using
Theorem 4.4 by expediently taking α  = 0 in Eq. (20).
That is, we found σ̂ and ρ̂ empirically and used them to
estimate aD and bD . The use of empirical estimates let us
get around the sixth moment constraint in Theorem 4.4 for
the t4 to see what the results would look like. The results
are shown as the lighter lines bracketing the central line in
panels (d)–(i). In effect, the vertical distance between the
two lines for any given D is a sort of ‘confidence interval’
for ξD .
For the L1 and L5 cost functions, we performed analogous simulations including obtaining the Berry–Esseen
bounds as discussed briefly at the end of Section 6.2.
Overall, Fig. 2 suggests the following. While Pbad is
clearly suboptimal, once the number of noise terms is
large enough, around D = 100, it becomes unreasonable
to declare Pbad as worse than Pbest –unless the noise dimensions are removed. While it is easier to distinguish between
1 by the time
Prandom and Pbest , ξD still gets close enough to 
2
D = 1000 to cause problems.
The comparison of the noise terms is broadly consistent
with intuition. In the case of noise from a standard normal
distribution (see panels (d) and (g)), ξD is essentially one
until D ≈ 100 and drops to 1/2 slower than for the other
two noise distributions. That is, with normal noise, the cost
function is able to compare two clusterings quite well, up to
several hundred dimensions. In the case of the mean-shifted
χ 2 with two degrees of freedom, ξD drops very quickly
Statistical Analysis and Data Mining DOI:10.1002/sam
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Fig. 2 Bounds on how fast clusterings become impossible to compare as D increases. Two clusterings, Pbad (b) and Prandom (c), are
tested against the optimal clustering Pbest (a). In the second and third rows, estimates of ξD as a function of D are plotted as a solid
line. The corresponding bounds from Theorem 4.3 are plotted as dashed lines. Panels (d), (e), and (f) show ξD for Pbad versus Pbest
taking the standard normal, the mean-shifted chi-squared with two degrees of freedom and the Student-t with four degrees of freedom
as the noise models, respectively. Panels (g), (h), and (i) show ξD for the ‘worst-case’ scenario of Prandom versus Pbest for the same noise
distributions.

(see panel (e)), possibly due to the asymmetry. The decay of
ξD shows that we can distinguish between Pbest and Prandom
better than between Pbest and Pbad , but for D ≈ 1000 these
two clusterings are indistinguishable.
If the noise comes from a Student-t distribution, the
corresponding results comparing Pbad to Pbest and Pbad to
Prandom (see panels (f) and (i)) are a little worse than those
for the normal (left column) but a little better than for the
shifted χ22 (middle column). We suggest this occurs because
the asymmetry of the χ22 with exponential tails provides
more distortion than the symmetric t-distribution does even
though it has heavier tails.
The Berry–Esseen bounds reflect the true value of ξD
quite well for large D, particularly for normal noise. Indeed,
in looking at Theorem 4.4, it can be seen that aD gives
the midpoint of the interval while bD controls the interval
width. It can be seen in Fig. 2 that the midpoints track
Statistical Analysis and Data Mining DOI:10.1002/sam

the solid line closely and that the interval width narrows
as D increases. When the interval is narrow and the solid
line is near 1/2, we can be quite sure that the clusterings
are essentially indistinguishable and this happens before
D = 1000 when there are two informative components.
Figures 3 and 4 give qualitatively similar conclusions.
However, comparing the second row of panels in Fig. 2 to
the second rows of Figs. 3 and 4 reveals that convergence
to 1/2 is a little slower for L1 and a little faster for L5 . That
is, the L1 cost function does not provide as rapid deterioration to noninformativity of clustering with increasing D as
L2 does while L5 provides faster deterioration to noninformativity than L2 does. This is broadly consistent with the
fact that L1 treats all distances equally while L5 tends to
be more affected by large differences. Otherwise put, L1 is
more robust than L2 or L5 in the sense that it is less seems
to be less sensitive to the noise.
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Fig. 4 The comparison of Fig. 1 extended to the L5,2 cost function, with bias correction included.

It should be remembered that this example is highly
favorable to cost function based evaluation (not least
because Pbad and Prandom are so far wrong). So, this example
indicates about the best performance they can give. This
best performance is actually very good because correctly
responding, even coarsely, to two informative components
out of 1000 apparent components is pretty impressive.

However, as will be seen in the next section, real examples
typically provide greater challenges.

7.2. Pleural Mesothelioma Transcription Profile Data
To compare with the simulated results, we examined how
our results are borne out in the cluster analysis of a data set
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consisting of gene expression profiles for malignant pleural mesothelioma patients.1 Briefly, pleural mesothelioma
is a specific kind of lung cancer mostly caused by asbestos
exposure. Some 3000 cases per year occur in the United
States and it is difficult to provide a differential diagnosis
before death. There are at least three subtypes of pleural
mesothelioma; however, the distinct subtypes do not satisfactorily relate to patient survival.
In this dataset, n = 54 and each subject has had an
expression array of 22 283 transcripts collected. Of the 54,
40 had the disease, the other 14 were controls. Gordon
et al. [3] used a variety of dimension reduction techniques
(mostly thresholding of marginal SDs; this is common in
the medical literature) to reduce the 22 283 components
to the 1405 components believed to be most relevant to
predicting the presence of pleural mesothelioma. Then,
Gordon et al. [3] did a hierarchical cluster analysis on the
1405 components. Among the 40 subjects, they identified
three categories of tumor expression profiles, call them C1
with 17 data points, C2 with 14 data points and C3 with nine
data points. The first two were relatively clear-cut clusters;
C3 was ‘everything else’. Compared to the controls, C1 had
56 genes with elevated expression and C2 has 57 genes with
elevated expression; for present purposes we ignore genes
with decreased expression. Denote the two sets of genes by
G1 and G2 . Since G1 ∩ G2 = ∅, 113 components can be
regarded as informative.
Next we consider what conclusions from clustering can
be extracted from this dataset under a set of hypothetical but
plausible investigations. We chose this data set because C1
and C2 are defined and easily separated clusters providing
a practically relevant ‘worse case scenario’ in which to
apply our results in contrast to the theoretically relevant
simulation in Section 4.1.
We began our analysis by assuming the genes in (G1 ∪
G2 )c were sufficiently uninformative as to be regarded as
noise. To ensure this assumption was satisfied, we examined each of the 1292 = 1405 − 113 components using a
Mann–Whitney test to ensure it had no power to separate
C1 from C2 . Thus, for each of the 1292 genes, we used
a Mann–Whitney test to see if a nonzero shift parameter relationship between C1 and C2 existed; this is slightly
more general than the usual two-sample t-test for a difference in means and is more appropriate in the presence of
non-normal data since it is nonparametric. Among the 1292
components we found that about 12% had a p-value of less
than 0.05, a standard cutoff; these we discarded. Since our
goal was to find data with which to generate a suitable noise
1

This data set is publicly available at http://www.ncbi.nlm.
nih.gov/geo/query/acc.cgi?acc=GSE2549, where it is described in
detail.
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distribution we did not do a multiple comparisons version
of the test. After throwing out the potentially informative
components, we pooled the remaining data to create an
empirical distribution function which we took as our noise
distribution. We comment that there are numerous other
selection procedures we might have used so our results
are conditional on the choices we made. Other variable
selection choices are possible, but the impossibility theorem
would still hold.
Next, we limited our data analysis to the squared error
cost because the results from Section 7.1 indicated that
changing the cost function within the Lr class did not make
a big difference. So, we ordered the genes in G1 ∪ G2 by
their contribution to the squared error cost function, that is,
by how well they separated C1 and C2 in squared error.
Then, we defined clusterings Prandom which uses the same
subjects as (C1 , C2 ) but randomly reassigns them to two
clusters (as in Section 7.1), and Pflip in which 5 randomly
chosen subjects are flipped from one of C1 or C2 to the
other.
Now, from the ordered 113 genes, we have 31 vectors. We augment these to increase their dimension by
adding samples from the empirical of the noise distribution. Thus, we can consider a sequence of clustering
problems, of increasing dimensions with decreasing informativity, in which the clusters themselves are defined
throughout.
Figure 5 shows the graphs of ξD as a function of D
for six cases for comparing the clustering (C1 , C2 ) to the
clusterings Pflip and Prandom . The six cases correspond to
how many of the most informative components are used
for the clustering; call this c. Values of c = 5, 30, and 113
were chosen. For instance, when c = 5, the cost function
uses the 5 most informative components and outcomes from
the estimate of the noise distribution are added one at a time
in each component to generate the curve over D. The other
values of c are similar and indicated by the vertical lines
in each panel.
It can be seen that as the number of informative components increases, the curve for ξD and the empirical
Berry–Esseen bounds shifts to the right. Nevertheless,
when c = 5, by the time D ≈ 300, ξD has dropped nearly
to 0.8 for both comparisons. When c = 30, ξD drops to
0.8 when D ≈ 1800. However, when c = 113, ξD > 0.8
when D ≈ 105 . That is, if we regard 0.8 as a minimal
standard for the believability of a clustering—a very generous allowance—we see that c/D for these three cases is
0.0167, 30/1800 = 0.0167 and 113/105 = 0.001. Roughly,
this suggests that higher values of D can tolerate a lower
value of c/D and still give decent performance. That is,
for a given value of ξD , the required value of c for good
performance increases with D sublinearly.
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Fig. 5 The probability of one clustering being detected as better than another under squared error cost for increasing number of
included genes D. The clusterings being compared are the given (C1 , C2 ) to Pflip (left column) and to Prandom (right column). The
three rows correspond to taking the first 5, 30, or 113 informative components and augmenting them by noise. In all plots, the
solid blue curve denotes the empirically determined value of ξD , while the dotted red lines indicate the Berry–Esseen bounds from
Theorem 4.3.

APPENDIX
ADDITIONAL PROOFS
Proof of Theorem 2.1:
Observe that B is symmetric and real. Thus, B has real eigenvalues
and can be diagonalized with real (unitary) matrices. This proves part A.

Now let BP = [bPij ], where
bPij =

1
1
1
,
2 |P | {i,j ∈P } {k s.t. P =Qk }

and let BQ be similarly defined. Then from Eq. (8), we have that B =
BQ − BP . We first find the eigenvalues of BP and BQ . BP can be permuted
to form a block diagonal matrix of K − M blocks B1 , . . . , BK−M , where
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M is the number of partitions in common between P and Q. Now all the
elements in block Bk equal (2 |Pk |)−1 . For the eigenvalue problem, we
can treat each block separately. So

where we use Theorem 2.1 the fact that the Frobenious norm is invariant to
unitary transformations to rewrite it as the sum of the squared eigenvalues.
The last inequality follows by use of part D in Theorem 2.1. There are at
most  nonzero eigenvalues and they are bounded by 1/2.


νkP xk = Bk xk = (2|Pk |)−1 1 · 1T xk
Proof of Theorem 3.1:

= (2|Pk |)−1 ( xk , . . . ,  xk ),
where  xk is the sum of its entries. It is seen that the eigenvalue equation
is solved only when νkP = 0 and |xk | = 0, or xk = c for some constant c
and

Let Fd be the distribution function of Zd − rd . The proof follows from
the Lindeberg-Feller conditions on the central limit theorem [27]. Let Fd
be the distribution function of Zd , and let

1
νkP c = (2 |Pk |)−1 (|Pk | · c) = c ⇒ νkP = 
2.
1 is constant, ν P has mulSince the eigenvector corresponding to νkP = 
k
2
tiplicity 1. Thus there is exactly one nonzero eigenvalue associated with
each block, for K total. The eigenvalues of BQ are similar, and it follows that rank(BP ) = rank(BQ ) = K − M. Now, rank(B) ≤ rank(BQ ) +
rank(−BP ) = 2(K − M), so λi = 0 for i = 2(K − M) + 1, . . . , n proving B and the second part of A. Furthermore, BP and BQ are symmetric
and positive semidefinite so [26]



max λi ≤ max(−νiP ) + max νiQ
i

i

i

D


µD =

rd .

d=1

If, ∀ ε > 0,
LFD =

D 
1 
(x − rd )2 dFd (x) → 0 as D → ∞,
2
cD d=1
{x : |x−rd |≥εcD }

then Lindeberg’s theorem [27] gives

1
= 0 +
2.

D

The analogous inequality for −B = BP − BQ gives us that maxi (−λi ) ≤
1
1 , proving the interval bound in A. Finally,
2 ⇒ mini λi ≥ −
2

i



λi = trace () = trace UT BU
 
 
= trace (B) = trace BQ − trace BP
=


i

(SD − µD ) / cD -→ ϕ as D → ∞.
2
=
We later show that the µD term drops out in the limit. Now let sD
meand∈{1,2,. . .,D} σd2 . Then

LFD =

(2 |Q |)−1 1{i∈Q } − (2 |Pk |)−1 1{i∈Pk }

= K/2 − K/2 = 0,

Proof of Theorem 2.5:

≤

To prove parts A and B, consider the following identity. Let Z be a
random vector with E (Z) = m and Var (Z) = V. Then, for any matrix A,




E ZT AZ = E trace(AZZT )


= trace(A E ZZT )

1
L2



= trace(AV) + mT Am.
Now, let Z = ε so that m = 0 and set
 V = I, and A = B. By Theorem 2.1
part
trace(B)
= 0 giving E εT Bε = 0, that is, part A. So,
 E,

E YT BY = xT Bx which is B.
2

To prove C, note that Jensen’s inequality gives us that E ε4 ≥ E ε2 .
Then

i,j


bij2 E ε4 = B

Frob






(x − rd )2 dFd (x) ,
 max
d∈{1,2,. . .,D} #

√ $
x : |x−rd |≥εL D

where we use the fact that σd is bounded below by L and that the integral
is always positive
# to get the final√step.
$
Now ∀ rd , x : |x − rd | ≥ εL D  ∅ as D → ∞, so ∀ d,

= trace(AV + AmmT )


 
Var ε T Bε ≤





1 


D max
≤
(x − rd )2 dFd (x)
2 

DsD  d∈{1,2,. . .,D} #
√ $
x : |x−rd |≥εsD D





which proves C, the final part of the theorem.

D 
1 
(x − rd )2 dFd (x)
2
DsD
#
d=1
√ $
x : |x−rd |≥εsD D


E ε4


 2
= E ε4
λi
i



≤ K E ε4 /2
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(x − rd )2 dFd (x)
#
√ $
x : |x−rd |≥εL D

→0


⇒

1
L2



 max
d∈{1,2,. . .,D}






(x − rd )2 dFd (x) → 0

$
#
√
x : |x−rd |≥εL D

as D → ∞. Thus
SD − µD D
√
-→ ϕ as D → ∞.
sD D

(45)
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Note that this is equivalent to Eq. (45). However, by assumption,

Proof of Lemma 6.3:
This lemma is a special case of Lemma 2.1 in Ref. [25]. For r ∈ [2, ∞),
define h(a) : athbbR d → Rd by

1 µD
√ → 0 as D → ∞,
sD D

(

so (45) reduces to

hi (a) =
SD D
-→ ϕ as D → ∞
cD


a r 2 + h(a)T b ≤
≤

Proof of Lemma 6.2:

xP* = argmin xP − t r ,

a + b r2
a r 2 + h(a)T b + (r − 1) b r 2 .

a + b r2 − a r2

t∈R

≤ h(a)T b + (r − 1) b r 2

zP* = argmin x̃P + ε̃P − t r ,


|ai |
≤ 2 max
i
a r

t∈R

and define the rth norm centered versions of the xP ’s and ε P ’s by
x̃P = xP − xP*

However,

a

ε̃P = ε P − εP* .

and

r

Now
− ε̃ P

r

r

x̃P + ε̃ P − zP*
x̃P −zP* r

− ε̃ P

∨

r

ε̃ P

− x̃P + ε̃ P − zP*

r

zP* r

− x̃P + ε̃ P −

zP* r .

 
≤
E AP x̃P −zP*

zP* r

Since zP* is the shift required to recenter ε̃P after x̃P is added to it
component-wise, zP* ≤ x̃P ∞ because the maximum absolute value in
x̃P upper bounds the distance of such a shift. Thus, we have
≤ |P |

1/r


CP x̃P
E |fP (x + ε) − fP (ε)| ≤

r

≤ |P |

r,

≤ x̃P

r



r

1.
r,

+ DP x̃P r 2 ,

where
CP = 2 |P | E ( ε̃ P

+ 1zP*

≤ (1 + |P |1/r ) x̃P

r
r

and taking the sum over partition elements and replacing the constant with

maxP ∈P (1 + |P |1/r ) gives the Lemma.

1 )(1

+ |P |1/r )

DP = (r − 1)(1 + |P |1/r )2 .

where |P | is the cardinality of the partition element P . So Eq. (46) is
bounded as
x̃P −zP*

+ (r −1) x̃P −zP* r 2

P ∈P
∞

x̃P

r

Where we applied Lemma 6.3 to get the last step, with AP = 2 |P | ε̃ P
Now, from the proof of lemma 6.2, x̃P −zP* r ≤ (1 + |P |1/r ) x̃P
giving an upper bound of

zP*

≤ |P |1/r x̃P
1/r



P ∈P

(46)

1zP* r

≤ d maxi |bi | ≤ d b r , yielding the final inequality.

P ∈P

r

+ −x̃P +

zP* r

r

+ (r − 1) b r 2 ,

E |fP (x + ε) − fP (ε)|

E x̃P + ε̃ P − zP* r 2 − ε̃ P r 2
≤

r

+ ε̃ P − ε̃ P

ε̃ P + x̃P −

≤ x̃P −

r

1

1

Let xP* , εP* , x̃P , ε̃ P , and z* be defined as in Lemma 6.2. We can then
proceed as follows:

Now, using ∨ to denote the binary maximum operator, we have
− ε̃ P

b

b

1

Proof of Lemma 6.4:

.

P ∈P

r

aT b + (r − 1) b r 2

a + b r 2 − a r 2 ≤ 2 aT b + (r − 1) b r 2
≤2 a

E |fP (x + ε) − fP (ε)|

E x̃P + ε̃ P − zP*
≤

r−2

≥ maxi |ai |, so the inequality simplifies to

So, the triangle inequality gives

x̃P + ε̃P − zP*

2

εP* = argmin ε P − t r ,
t∈R

∨

a = 0
.
a=0

When a = 0, the result is trivial, so assume a = 0. Now, since
(r − 1) b r ≥ 0,

To begin, let

≤

2−r |a |r−2 a
i
i
r

Then, for arbitrary a, b ∈ Rd , this lemma gives

proving the theorem.

=

2 a
0

This gives the first inequality in the Lemma.
Letting D = maxP ∈P DP and bringing it outside the sum
√gives the first
term in the second inequality and letting C = |P| maxP ∈P CP allows us
to write
)

CP x̃P r ≤ C
x̃P r 2 .

P ∈P

P ∈P
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